
Dad Grass Marketing Manager
Job Description

Dad Grass is on the hunt for a Marketing Manager to lead the day-to-day execution of social, digital,
influencer, experiential and general brand & product marketing initiatives. High-level responsibilities
include (but aren’t limited to) project planning, creative development and management of marketing
deliverables.

Our team is small and we all wear many different hats (including dad hats). In a given day you could
be organizing a photoshoot, analyzing & optimizing our affiliate program, tracking down the best
sock factory in the US, posting on our socials and coordinating with our vendors. Point being, you
probably won’t be an expert in everything you’re responsible for, but with a positive mindset and
can-do attitude, you’ll get it done and learn a thing or two along the way. And we hope we will too.

You’ll be working directly with the co-founders and collaborating with the product, marketing and
sales teams. As an early employee and departmental leader, you’ll be deeply involved in driving
the strategy and managing the specifics of the brand’s entire marketing ecosystem. That means
that you’ll take ownership from inception to execution; planning, monitoring and delivering
successful projects that are on time, on budget, and on brand.

Among other things, you will:
● Conceptualize, plan and produce a wide range of creative assets including photography,

video and copy.
● Build marketing content and collateral to support sales, public relations, digital

marketing, affiliate marketing and other B2C/B2B initiatives.
● Manage multi-channel promotional campaigns (email/web/social/retail/events) that

increase brand awareness and engage both existing and new customers.
● Assume day-to-day responsibility for all social media platforms and implement strategic

efforts aimed at growth, brand-building and consumer insights.
● Lead the next phase of the company’s overall digital brand strategy with a keen focus on

storytelling and community engagement through current and future platforms.
● Share the brand with key communities and cultural influencers through product seeding,

event activations and other ‘IRL’ engagement activities.
● Collaborate with co-founders to ideate fun & relevant products then bring them to life

with our various friends and strategic partners.

We think you would be most successful in this job if you*
● Have 3+ years marketing experience with a consumer-driven product or service. Ideally

at a startup or agency.



● Are dedicated, creative, fast-moving & scrappy. You're known to operate with passion,
creativity, urgency, focus, and discipline. Projects and priorities might shift rapidly, but
you’re comfortable in the grey zone, always ready to roll with the punches.

● Are able to thrive in a challenging, fast-paced, creative startup environment and have a
proven track record of delivering quality work at a high volume in a tight timeframe.

● Have solid fundamentals. That means you have outstanding written and verbal
communication skills, you’re highly organized, you pay attention to the details, and
you’re a self starter with a reputation for always following through.

● Demonstrate a high emotional intelligence. That means you have excellent interpersonal
skills and a positive attitude. You nurture and maintain positive and reliable connections.
And most importantly, you are open, honest & transparent.

*If you like the sound of this gig but are afraid you might not be as qualified as some of the other
folks out there, we still encourage you to apply. We’re most interested in the types of intangibles that
don’t fit on a traditional resume (for example, we don’t care what school you went to, as long as
you’re passionate about learning). Our number one priority is to build a diverse team of people
whose individual skills balance and complement one another. We hire great people from a wide
breadth of backgrounds, not only because it’s the right thing to do, but also because it makes
our work, our company and our communities stronger.

We're an equal opportunity employer. All applicants will be considered for employment without
attention to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, veteran or
disability status.

Who Are We?
We’re Dad Grass. We’re an independent, founder-led company based in Los Angeles. We started
making hemp CBD joints in Spring of 2021 and haven’t looked back since. You should be able to get
a sense of our vibe from our website and Instagram. You can also read what Vice, GQ, Flaunt,
AdWeek, and WWD recently said about how we do things. Behind the scenes, we’re just a group of
straight-up, well-intentioned people trying to build a brand and business that we can all be proud of.
We’re a small team that isn’t afraid to think big or dive into the details. We like to tell meaningful
stories. We obsess over everything we make. And we work really hard, but we smile while doing it.
As we alway say, if you’re not having fun building a weed brand---you must be doing something
wrong. Let’s have a little fun, shall we?

https://dadgrass.com/
https://www.instagram.com/dad.grass/
https://www.vice.com/en/article/y3gybg/dad-grass-review-legal-cbd-hemp-thc-free-weed
https://www.gq.com/story/dad-grass-weed-that-doesnt-get-you-high
https://flaunt.com/content/dad-grass-interview
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/despite-its-70s-vibe-dad-grass-hemp-joints-offer-a-smoke-without-the-buzz/
https://wwd.com/eye/lifestyle/mom-grass-cbg-cbd-rolled-joints-1234811605/

